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What You Need

Holidays are fun times (except
when Grandma pinches your cheek).
Make your holidays even better with
some art. Sketch up something silly
to celebrate.
To be a silly sketcher, all you need
is a pencil, some paper, and a funny

pencils

pencil sharpener
(just in case)

bone. Draw a circle here. Add squiggles
there. Just follow the steps. You’ll have
hilarious holiday art in no time.
lots of paper

eraser

colored pencils and markers
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Step 3
Add a trunk and some
arm branches. Top the
tree with a star.

Step 4

Let’s start with a simple sketch to

Use circles for ornaments.

get the giggles going. Draw a laughing
Christmas tree, and feel free to
chuckle along!

Step 5
Step 1
Use a curved line to
make a Christmas tree shape.

Add motion lines to
show your tree
shaking with laughter.

Step 2
Give the tree a
silly face.
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Lucky Clover
Stories say a four-leaf clover
is good luck. Bring good
luck to your St. Patrick’s

Step 4
Add details to the
eyes and hat. Draw
on a mouth too.

Day with this silly sketch.

Step 5
Step 1
Draw four connected
heart shapes to start
the clover.

Give the clover
funny arms and legs.

Step 6
Step 2
Add big circle eyes
and a little hat.

Sketch in motion
lines to make your
clover jump.

Step 3
Erase the lines
inside the
overlapping shapes.
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